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Students greet the Dean and President Baruch
throws
out
medical
records
BY SABRINA SMITH

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Members of Sigma Alpha Delta
hosted the Third Annual President
& Dean’s Reception on Tuesday,
Sept. 8 .,which filled the Multipurpose Room to capacity.
The event series is apart of annual events presented by the honor
society in an effort to join students
and leaders at the college through a
social encounter.
According to Najeeb Alam, president of Sigma Alpha Delta, the significance behind the event was to
give the Baruch community more
knowledge about the school and to
allow individuals to become familiar with the administration.
“[We] saw a gap between student
and faculty and our objective was
to get students to know more about
faculty and leaders,” said Alam.
Jennifer Cobos, vice president
of SAD and who organized the occasion, gave the opening remarks.
She said after months of planning
she looked forward to a great turnout.
After a short address from USG
President Tanvir Hossein, the reception ran with a line-up of executive board members of SAD who introduced deans, provosts and vice
presidents and assistants of the
college administration. The invited
faculty gave brief descriptions of

their positions and the department
in which they specialize, as well as
their benefactions to the college.
“As deans, we try to nurture the
faculty and work with them to make
their own research programs, to
help them do the best job that they
can in the classroom and to identify opportunities toward which we
can work collectively within our
perspectives and endeavors,” said
David Birdsell, dean of the School
of Public Affairs.
The social also presented a
means for student to inquire about
the SAD honor society, its background, and the ways in which
students can get involved with the
organization. The highlight of the
event was President Stan Altman
His address described his experience as the new president, a student and the growth of his career.
“You will be the leaders of our
society, and that all begins in college,” said Altman. “My job as the
president is to think about the institution, as well as dealing with the
world outside of the institution.”
The reception ended with closing remarks from Alam and networking between students and administration.
“It was interesting to see what
the president of the college had to
say and I am looking forward to
what he plans to do,” said freshman
Nabila Khan.

BY MICHAEL WURSTHORN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
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USG President Tanvir Hossain gave a short address at the event.

Graduates of 2010 gypped
BY MICHAEL WURSTHORN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Graduates won’t be sitting in
“The World’s Most Famous Arena”
this spring.
The Auxiliary Enterprise Board,
which manages revenue-generating facilities like the Book Store and
cafeteria, unanimously approved
a $60,000 reduction in the Commencement budget, The Ticker has
learned from a source within the
board’s executive committee.
The reduction would force Commencement out of Madison Square
Garden’s arena, where it has been
held for every year since 2003, and
have it housed in its theater space
instead.
The move would have the event
split into two ceremonies, such as
the ones held in 2007 and 2008 due
to previously booked concerts.
“They were talking about cutting
the budget to leave money for the
next years,” said the source. “They
said (the Auxiliary Board) was
$80,000 to $60,000 in the hole.”
But the board is enjoying a hefty
surplus.
The source added that the Auxiliary Board has over $900,000 in
reserve.
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Due to a cut in the Commencement budget , graduates will suffer.
Board Chairperson Mary Gorman-Hetherington did not want to
dip into the funds at that time, say-
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ing, “It would have been a departure from the policy.”
Approval for the budget slashing
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Licenses are often a prerequisite
for accounting and finance jobs.

came from the board’s four-person
executive committee: Gorman-Hetherington, Treasurer Mary Rivers,
Secretary Ben Corpus and student
representative Rezwana Hoque.
“The executive committee is
empowered to do business in the
event the entire board can’t get together,” Gorman-Hetherington said
“We failed to have quorum to have
a meeting (with the entire board).”
Despite the legality of the move,
it isn’t common practice.
“That was the first time this year
the board conducted business in
an executive meeting,” added the
source.
While the absence of the entire
board failed to keep the committee from slashing Commencement
funds, Gorman-Hetherington admitted that she” wouldn’t want to
(access the surplus) without the
full board.”
The Ticker’s source also revealed
that approval for the budget’s reduction from about $260,000 to
$200,000 was done before the committee was told about the surplus.
“They made the situation seem
like I had no choice,” said the
source.

New law
protect
student
credit
scores.
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Confidential records were piled
besides a building now occupied
by Baruch College High School on
Monday evening.
The records, which contained
Social Security numbers and personal information, belonged to the
School for the Physical City, a high
school that previously occupied
the building located at 55 East 25th
Street.
Baruch College H.S. moved into
the building over the summer and a
campus peace officer at its entrance
revealed that Baruch was not involved in the improper disposal.
“[The School for the Physical
City’s] staff came here and threw
[the records] out,” said the officer.
Passerby Cecilia Chiavini noticed the boxes and alerted CBS
2 News and the police. She also
called those whose records listed
phone numbers.
“I’m just sitting at home, and I
get a call from Cecilia saying that
she found my folder right on top of
everything,” former student Skylar
Click told CBS 2 News. “This has a
lot of my life in it, and I don’t understand why someone would just
toss all this stuff out like that.”
Department
of
Education
spokesperson Margie Feinberg
would only say that the situation
is “under investigation and we are
looking into it.”
The New York Post broke the
story last Monday, and said that
Baruch College —not the high
school — moved into the building
this summer. But Christina Latouf,
Baruch’s chief communications officer, said that isn’t true.
“We clearly were not involved.
It’s something the high schools
did,” said Latouf. “We did not manage their moves…we ourselves are
still trying to figure this out.”
Calls to both high schools were
not returned.
“The duty would fall on the
School for the Physical City because
they are not Baruch students (they
are its students),” Dr. Jay Weiser, a
Baruch law professor said. “If it was
the Baruch College H.S.’s records
[that were thrown out], they would
be responsible for it.
“If someone fails to properly
secure their records, they are sill
liable. [Finding them] doesn’t give
you the obligation to safeguard
them.”

Steve takes
a hit on
the big
screen.
Boeing 78 is too ambitious.
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] Ducking the swine flu

COMPILED BY SABRINA SMITH
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

BY MEGAN LAW
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

MONDAY 9/14
Baruch Debates Diversity and Internationalization, sponsored by
the Office of the Dean of Weissman
School of Arts & Sciences, will be
presented from 12:30-5 p.m. in the
Newman Conference Center, 151
East 25th Street room 750.
The last day of try-outs for the Baruch Cheer/Dance Team will be
held in NVC- B3 level from 6-9
p.m.
Staying Strong: How the History
of Fraternities & Sororities Affect
Us Today will be held in the Multipurpose Room (VC 1-107) from 6-9
p.m.

TUESDAY 9/15
Meet The Greeks will be held in the
Multi-Purpose Room from 6-9 p.m.
Students can learn more about the
Greek Organizations on campus.
The first meeting for the Student
Task Force on Sustainability will be
held in VC 14-266 from 12:301:30 p.m.
Lunch With ASEDOM, hosted by
the Association of Dominican Students will be held in the second
floor lobby of NVC from 12:302:30 p.m.

THURSDAY 9/17
The Study Abroad Fair will be held
from 12-3 p.m. in VC 1-107. Students can take the opportunity to
speak with representatices about
different Study Abroad programs.
Students can enjoy trivial fun at
Think Fast to be held in the MultiPurpose Room from 6:30-8:30 p.m.

USG Briefs
COMPILED BY MICHAEL WURSTHORN
USG CORRESPONDENT

The Undergraduate Student Government has two open lower evening senator positions. Interested
candidates should attend tomorrow’s meeting after 6 pm. To be a
lower evening senator, the student
must have at least half their credits.
A motion to approve a $2,000 appeal for Greek Week’s ThinkFast
competition was tabled for tomorrow evening’s meetings. The competition, expected to take place on
Thursday at 7 p.m. in he Multipurpose Room, will be co-sponsored
by USG.
Students interested in participating in USG’s freshman trip to Philadelphia should visit the Office of
Student Life for more information.
Students participating are asked to
pay $20 for the Sept. 25 trip.
USG plans to release its budget for
the public on Tuesday evening.
The following budgets will be voted on: the USG retreat, Thursday
Nights at Baruch, and the Baruch
Laughs comedy show.
The class representatives will be
inaugurated at tomorrow evening’s
meeting. These individuals will
serve on various student and collegiate committees.

This semester, Baruch began
taking preventive action to control
the contraction and spread of the
H1N1 virus - better known as the
swine flu.
In an email, Ben Corpus, vice
president for student affairs, advised students to visit the Student
Health Center if they had specific
questions and concerns about their
personal health.
“The staff Health Center is fully
prepared to screen patients who
might be at risk, offer prompt and
appropriate medical care, address
student concerns related to flu-like
symptoms, and implement precautions to protect others,” said Corlisse Thomas, assistant vice president of student affairs.
The Health Center welcomes
calls from students as well as walkins. However, individuals with appointments receive priority over
walk-ins.
“We plan to have a ‘flu hotline,’
a number that students can call for
relevant, up to date news and information regarding the flu, as well as
referrals to key resources for further information and services” said
Thomas. The Health Center will offer free seasonal flu vaccines to students in October.
Juliette Blount, a nurse practitioner at the Health Center, referred
to the Center of Disease Control’s
official guidelines, and explained

that students who exhibit fevers of
above 100.4 degrees and either a
sore throat or cough are assumed
to have some sort of influenza.
Blount said that the treatment
varies between healthy individuals and those with pre-existing
conditions. She recommended
that healthy people should “go
home and stay home, monitor their
temperatures, drink lots of fluids,
[and] take Tylenol or Motrin.” They
should not return to school or work
until their symptoms have resolved,
meaning no fever for 24 hours.
Those with pre-existing conditions, such as respiratory problems
or diabetes, should take anti-viral
medication.
At this point, the CDC does not
think testing for swine flu is necessary.
“I recommend students to get
a thermometer,” Blout said. “They
don’t cost that much money and
fever is the number one criteria of
swine flu.”
According to Blount, the Health
Center has been busy treating students with strep throat and the
common cold.
“The College (B&G) has rolled
out hand sanitizing stations in the
lobbies of all buildings as we did
last spring at the height of the H1N1
outbreak in the city,” said Carl Aylman, director of Student Life. “Additionally, Student Life has posted
signs on bulletin boards around
campus advising everyone to cover their coughs and to wash their
hands frequently in two different

ILLUSTRATION BY MICHELLE CRUZ

Baruch is using different measures to prevent the spread of the H1N1 virus.
posters [,] which were furnished to
us by the NYC Dept. of Health.”
“ Campus Facilities was exploring the installation of hand wash-

ing posters in all bathrooms on
campus over the next few weeks,”
said Aylman.

Adjuncts win one battle
BY MICHAEL WURSTHORN
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Adjuncts scored a victory by
securing payment for the full 15th
week of the semester, usually finals
week, thanks to the combined efforts of Baruch’s University Faculty
Senate and the Professional Staff
Congress (PSC).
It was common practice for five
CUNY colleges — Baruch, College of Staten Island, and Bronx,
Kingsborough and Queensborough
Community Colleges — to give adjuncts smaller paychecks for the
final week of the semester since
1973. But PSC Chapter President
Peter Hitchcock attributes the success to the healthy relationship between Baruch’s adjuncts and Faculty Senate.
“We see their work as complimentary…we knew if we’ve got
Baruch on board [with the salary
adjustment], than the other four
would follow suit,” Hitchcock said.
The PSC, the union representing CUNY’s adjuncts, and Baruch’s
Faculty Senate wrote a resolution
together pushing CUNY to address
the situation.
In a statement to The Clarion,
the PSC’s newspaper, Faculty Senate Secretary Bill Ferns said, “It was
just wrong not to pay someone that
lousy, stinkin’(sic) extra $55.” Ferns
added that if all adjuncts at Baruch
were paid for the full 15th week, it
would cost the college just $40,057
in the Spring 2007 term. “This was
a long standing grievance,” said
Hitchcock.
Despite the adjustment, Hitchcock says adjuncts still have more
needs yet to be addressed. The 21year CUNY veteran said notification of adjunct re-appointments
are handled properly, but in some
cases, adjuncts receive it last minute and are unprepared for their-
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Baruch professer Peter Hitchcock is the head of the Professional Staff Congress, the union that represents CUNY adjuncts.
courses.
“When I was an adjunct, sometimes I didn’t know [I was teaching
a class] until the day before,” Hitchcock said. “You have to pull your
materials together in a short time.”
Office space for adjuncts is a
growing concern for Hitchcock as
well. The school has aggressively
hired over 1,500 faculty members
in the past decade, and space, since
the Vertical Campus’ construction
in 2001, has remained stagnant.
“The cubicle idea works to a certain extent…but you have, sometimes, three or four adjuncts in one
cubicle,” said Hitchcock.
While sharing the cubicles, ad-

juncts do not have the luxury of personally decorating their workspace
and lose out on a stable work environment outside the classroom.
Besides these grievances, Provost James McCarthy announced
the creation of 15 lecturer positions thanks to an added budget
line at the University Faculty Senate meeting on Sept. 3. The provost
described these new positions as
an added bonus and will allow the
hiring of additional faculty.
Hitchcock disagrees though.
These new lecturer positions are
“glorified positions of the department,” according to the PSC Baruch
president, and they are expected to

work a 27-credit course load — six
credits more than a tenured fulltime faculty member.
The lecturers may also miss out
on any opportunity for a conversion
to full-time status. Hitchcock says
that most lecturers are released before they hit the five-year mark, and
do not go through the certificate of
continuous employment review.
“This has been going on systematically across CUNY,” said
Hitchcock. “It’s a creeping process
of making teaching in the CUNY
system that of precarious employment.”
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Obama
lends
hand to
community colleges
BY SABRINA SMITH
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Over the past few months, President Barack Obama and Mayor
Michael Bloomberg have planned
monetary initiatives to support the
growth and continued development of New York City and nationwide community colleges.
According to The New York
Times, Mayor Bloomberg stated
that in the event of a second reelection, he would allocate $50 million to “strengthen New York City’s
community colleges.”
The mayor’s “Gateway to the
Middle Class” plan will also increase the city’s skilled labor force
and bring more residents to the
middle class, as stated in CUNY
Newswire.
“Education is the future of our
country, state, and the future of our
world,” said Mayor Bloomberg at
the Borough of Manhattan Community College.
“If there is one thing that we
could do to help everybody is to
make sure that everyone can get
the quality education they need to
participate in the world, and particularly the American dream.”
Over the next four years, the
mayor’s pledge will help support
initiatives like the expansion of the
Accelerated Study in Associate Programs (ASAP) Student Leadership
Program, which helps high-risk
students complete their community college education within three
years.
It will double the capacity of
community colleges’ on-campus
childcare, assist students with financial training and investment,
and make capital investments to
expand community colleges.
This past summer, President
Obama supplied community colleges with a $12 billion grant as a
motion to help improve the community college system in the United States.
The investment will support facility improvement, technological
development and a potential rise in
graduation rates. The plan aims to
produce five million more community college graduates by 2020.
The Wall Street Journal also reported that of the new funding, $9
billion of it will be used to award
grants through the “access and
completion” fund.
These grants are designed as
incentives to promote community colleges, help raise graduation
rates, and prepare graduates for the
workplace.
According to The Times, the
president’s collegiate funding will
help community colleges “better
prepare students for the changing
job market.”
Enrollment at two-year schools
has been booming for more than
a decade, due in part to increased
demand for more college-educated workers and the rising cost of a
four-year college degree, the Wall
Street Journal stated.
David Brooks, an op-ed columnist from The New York Times, said
community college enrollment has
increased by more than three times
the rate of senior colleges.
“The Obama initiative is designed to go right at these deeper
problems, and it sets up a significant innovation fund, which, if administered properly, could set in
motion a spiral of change,” Brooks
wrote in his column.

The Big Four tips for careers
BY SABRINA SMITH
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Presented by the Undergraduate
Starr Career Development Center
and the Graduate Career Management Center, The Big Four Panel
and Career Forum featured a panel
of corporate professionals sharing
their expertise in an overcrowded
room of business inquirers.
Following the opening remarks
from Ingrid Tineo, assistant director of SCDC and Dr. Patricia Imbimbo, director of SCDC, the panel
of business experts covered topics
such as strategies for interview success and what potential employees
should prepare for when heading
out to the work field.
The representatives of the Big
Four also emphasized the competitiveness of the current economic
market, providing advisement as to
how to stand out among corporate
competitors.
“The resume is your personal
billboard and overall advertisement, information that you put on
it has to be relevant to your employer,” said Nigel Franklyn, CPA/
senior manager for KPMG Financial Services Practice. Franklyn focused on the importance of making
oneself important on paper and the
advantage of having positive nonverbal communication.
Tifphani White, a tax manager
of the International Tax Services
Group at Deloitte, gave a platform
about being industry savvy and
“knowing not only how to research
and write, but also being able to put
the information on a tax return.”
“It is important to get online
and do the research about the companies that you are interested in,”
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The Big Four panelists gave students and faculty career tips and advise against competitors in the work force.
said White. “Communication, both
written and verbal are key, and numerical and quantification skills
are important as well.”
Fernando Coronado, the tax
campus recruiting manager of
PricewaterhouseCoopers, provided the audience with “rules of the
road” in regards to marketing oneself in person.
“I want to stress the fact that
it is really important to make eye
contact with your interviewer, and
be confident in your speech,” said
Coronado.
The panel concluded with advice
from Ebony Thomas, the campus

recruiting leader for the Financial
Services Office at Ernst & Young,
who spoke specifically on client
readiness, despite the disruption of
a fire alarm.
“The question is ‘Are you ready
to come before a client?’ The important part is to be prepared and
do your homework beforehand,”
said Thomas. “My homework that
I have to do and continue to do is
vast in order for me to be prepared
for my internal clients.”
The event also featured undergraduate and graduate organizations, including the National Association of Black Accounts, Ascend,

the Accounting Society, Zicklin
Graduate Accounting Society and
the Zicklin Graduate Tax Society.
The organization leaders spoke
briefly about their associations and
the ways in which more people can
get involved.
The event concluded with remarks from Ellen King, assistant
director of Employer Relations at
the Graduate Career Management
Center. In addition, students had
the opportunity to network with
representatives from the corporate
companies invited to the forum.

CUNY aids nursing students
BY KETAKEE GONDANE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

As New York suffers from an emerging problem – patients unable to receive sufficient nurse
care due to a shortage of staff – CUNY is taking
measures to create a solution.
Some hospitals have a ratio of one nurse for
every 10 patients, where it should be one for
every five. A recent study by the Healthcare Association of New York State shows that the vacancy for nurses was approximately 6.3 percent
and 8.8 percent in 2006 and 2007 respectively.
While this dilemma has come about due to
a decline in interested nursing students, the
reason is the reverse. There are enough hopeful
candidates willing to enroll in the nursing program, but no staff available to train them and
make effective nurses.
Last year, CUNY could not admit 575 applicants for the nursing program due to the lack of
faculty. Christine Quinn, City Council Speaker,
announced on Mar. 4, that the problem is being
tackled by collaboration between CUNY and
New York City hospitals. Every year, 10 qualified
nurses will teach at CUNY as guest faculty. This
will ensure that they retain their jobs as full-time
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CUNY will offer a new nursing program for an estimated 500 students.
nurses while coaching college students.
This program is to continue for the next five
years, and an estimate of 500 students will benefit from it. This will provide the city with 500
more nurses.
The plan, according to Quinn, will require
around $500,000 to $1 million, which is “only
a small amount of the city’s resources.” These

measures are needed given that the average age
of nurses is increasing and a large number of
nurses will be retiring shortly. Quinn said that
of the 63,000 nurses that public and private hospitals employ, 17% are over the age of 55.
“Due to the growth of population in New York
City, it will need 7,000 more nurses by 2020 than
it is currently projected to have,” Quinn said.

Commencement budget calls for no MSG
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Commencement was not the only issue approved. A discretionary account was reinstated
for then-President Kathleen Waldron, estimated
to be $40,000. The account was suspended in
2008 to conserve funds, but Waldron insisted on
having it included in the 2009-2010 budget.
Baruch’s change of hands from Waldron to
Dr. Stanley Altman has not affected the discretionary account, said Gorman-Hetherington
Commencement is not a dead issue yet.
Corpus, who agreed with the cuts then, given the college’s financial situation, expects the
board to address the budget at its next meeting.

“The board has agreed to revisit the decision
in the fall … but it requires full board consideration,” he added. “The college is not in the same
situation today.”
Director of Student Life, Carl Aylman, who
manages the planning for Commencement,
vouched for the event being held in the main
arena.
“The arena gives us the benefit of providing
every graduate attending with five tickets to attend. In the theater it is three or two if it’s tight,”
said Aylman.
Even if the board votes to fund Commence-

ment entirely, Aylman said it could still be forced
into the theater if the New York Rangers make
the playoffs or an event is booked. The contact
signed by the college states that it will rent the
theater with a possible upgrade to the arena
upon its availability.
But if Auxiliary Board withholds the $60,000,
the agreement will be excluded from the contract.
“It gives us a benefit of bringing every graduate together in one large body,” Aylman said,
“and it’s exciting as it’s in the world’s largest
arena.”
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Opinions
EDITORIALS

POLITICAL CARTOON

HEALTH INSURANCE
THROUGH SCHOOLS
Students aren’t likely to consider their health insurance
coverage, if they even have any, until they actually need to
use it. By then it is probably too late. Considering that most
people who attend school part-time or more probably do not
work full-time at a job, the school should be willing to shoulder
some of the burden in helping it’s students maintain some
level of coverage.
College students are stuck in an interesting situation. They
are old enough to be considered responsible for maintaining
their own lives and all the intricacies that come with it, yet
they are not considered to be full-fledged members of the
American workforce. They bear most of the burden with none
of the benefits.
CUNY currently offers all students enrolled at least parttime for the semester a chance to enroll for medical and
hospital coverage through a partnership with Group Health
Incorporated, or GHI. The coverage costs a total of $2,660.40
for the year, to be paid in three-month installments. NYU offers
basic coverage for $1,261 per year, and Columbia as well for
$1,638. Price quotes of individual health insurance programs
obtained for full-time, non-smoking students start at $1814.64
for a year from eHealthInsurance.com.
It’s great that CUNY has an option available to its students,
but it is more than likely that the majority of the students in
need aren’t able to afford such a high premium. Unless they
are working full-time, it is safe to assume that students aren’t
living with extra cash.
As a result of the recent economic climate, employers have
been forfeiting company coverage, forcing more people to
seek out independent health insurance coverage. The chances
of a student working at a job that offers its employees health
insurance is rare these days, and the chance that a student
qualifies for that coverage is slim.
There are other options. Baruch’s Health Center offers basic
medical services to students free of charge, which is not a
benefit to be overlooked. But there is still a gap that should
be filled, a responsibility that falls on the college since school
plays the job role for most students. A reasonably priced plan
with reasonable levels of coverage should be available, and
CUNY should work with its current partner or other prospective
partners to make that a reality.
Maybe somewhere in the volumes of all the new health care
reform being proposed by the government, it will be possible to
find a way for the providers and the schools to agree on better
terms and less out-of-pocket money from the students.

BARUCH LAGGING
ON REPAIRS
Over the past two weeks, it has been difficult to walk
through Bauch’s hallways without being pushed and shoved
as if we’re in a crowded train station. That is tolerable, but
the consistently dysfunctional elevators and escalators are
harder to ignore.
While the non-working escalators in the Newman Vertical
Campus are nothing new, it is shocking that we are expected to
work our schedule around massive crowds of students trying
to fit into the one elevator that decides to work. On a typical
day, students waiting on the second floor lobby can expect only
about two of the five express elevators to actually open when
they arrive on the second floor. In addition to that, the smaller
dungeon-like elevators in the 23rd St. Building have problems
of their own. For years now, Baruch has covered the inside of
one of them with padding to hide its broken walls.
Last Spring, President Waldron announced that the school
had hired a new maintenance contractor to fix the escalators.
However, the only result of that was the school shutting down
the escalators due to safety issues.
With over 16,000 students attending Baruch, it is virtually
impossible for all of us to make it to class on time with only a
handful of elevators working. And ultimately, we are the ones
who are held responsible for the fact that we weren’t brutal or
quick enough to trample or shove aside our fellow students to
make it to the front of the pack.
So far Baruch has already requested the funds from CUNY,
to make the necessary repairs on these issues, but it seems as
if they have been put on the back burner. Even though it may
cost a substantial amount of money, it is a pressing issue and
should be made a priority.
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Linear Love
ANWAR WINTER
I would like to take you on a little
journey about love. I’ve discovered that
the road to love follows a linear path.
Love first goes through the attraction
phase. It is followed by comfort and
then seduction. If these three stages
are completed, full-fledged love is sure
to follow. However, these three phases
must follow this order. It is a law existent
in every relationship between man and
woman in western society.
Some argue that a relationship does
not have to follow that order. They say that
comfort can lead to seduction. I disagree.
This skips the attraction phase altogether.
Attraction is a prerequisite. Without it,
there would be no pull factor to reel you
into a conversation. Generating ease and
rapport would be impossible.
In the attraction stage, a man
distinguishes himself from other potential
suitors. He does this by demonstrating
higher value. This piques the woman’s
interest and makes her want to invest
more in the interaction. When adequately
fulfilled, attraction can then move to
comfort. There, the two of you build
rapport and become more familiar with
each other. Shared experiences, laughter,
things that lighten the mood and set you
two at ease are welcome.
The last stage is seduction. This
involves high-intensity flirting. In the
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kiss. She responded by avoiding him like
the plague. Every time she saw him on
campus, she would turn around, hide,
run away, or anything else she could
think of to avoid him. After two years
of playing cat and mouse, they finally
decided to pursue a relationship.
Now lets examine the final stage of
this relationship. Hazeez pursued her
passionately because he was enamored
with her. This passion kept him in
pursuit. It was akin to a man who, after
having tasted fillet mignon at a five-star
restaurant, could no longer be satisfied
with the fillet mignon he finds at his local
grocery store. Amidst this overwhelming
presence, she finds herself helpless. She is
soon inundated by confusion and mixed
feelings, which excite her. Viola - Mina
was seduced.
For some, these three stages can be
passed through instantaneously. I’ve
heard of men who would go through these
stages within seven hours of meeting a
girl. For others, as in Mina and Hazeez’s
case, it may take longer. Whether it’s short
or long, attraction must come first to set
the stage for everything else to follow.
Comfort then follows attraction because it
creates the chemistry and bond between
the two individuals. What happens in the
seduction stage feels right, for that is what
the entire relationship hinges upon.
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seduction stage, you can easily move
into the sensual aspects of courting.
Emotional precursors are created here.
These lead to love. Take my friend for
an example. Her name is Mina and her
boyfriend’s name is Hazeez. When the
two first met, she told me that Hazeez
was the shy guy in class. He liked her,
but nothing came of it because she did
not like him - at least, not in “that way.”
So they just remained “friends.”
Hazeez has two qualities that make
him stand out. He is brilliant and he
speaks with a thick Australian accent,
which she finds quite attractive. They
hung out a lot and became quite familiar
with each other’s likes and dislikes. This
led to comfort building. On one fateful
day, something different happened. She
went to his apartment to watch a movie.
Not long after the movie commenced, she
leaned over, kissed him, and then pulled
back. She retreated because she didn’t
want to give him the “wrong” idea. This
was just a test. It wasn’t a good call on
her part because Hazeez really liked her.
Unfortunately for Hazeez, this sparked
what turned out to be a two-year chase.
As he saw it, the kiss meant something,
and he was going to find out what. For two
years, he was on the prowl. He was intent
on making her his girlfriend. He was in
love and all it took was an “innocuous”
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Counter-Commuter

Defensive Voice
NABILA OWENS

Let’s be realistic. College isn’t
strictly about learning for a better
future anymore. It’s about having a
social life and making new friends.
Each year, students enter the
college of their choice with the hope
that they will have the social life and
friends of their dreams. Education is
very important, and deciding what
you want to do with your life plays
a big role, but in the hierarchy of
college needs, a social life is at the
top for most students.
I’m a transfer student. I hail
from a dorm school, and have seen
both sides. One side involved going
to class, hanging around campus,
meeting new people that you live
with, and always having a friend
around. Now I am the commuter
who wakes up, goes to class and
goes home.
Before writing this piece, I did
a bit of research. I gathered all the
commuters that I knew, of all ages,
and asked about their opinions
regarding the social aspects of
commuter schools. To my dismay,
most of them validated my qualms.
School, to me at least, has become a
job. It’s one that I don’t want. College
shouldn’t be a job, it should be an
experience.
People seem to be mechanical and
uninterested in making new friends.
The other day I decided to test my
luck and initiate a conversation with
some people while waiting for class
to start. After a bit of small talk, we
walked into class. When class was
over, the students who I had tried to
talk to earlier stood up, packed their
bags, left the classroom and said, “
I’m going home.”

DANIELLA BONDAR
Can I blame them? No. When
students are traveling each morning
and night they are drained - there is
no reason to stay in school, so why
not leave?
This simply can’t go on. I feel that
the commuters of this generation
are being stripped of any hopes of
a social life. And when parents are
receiving pay cuts and things are
getting more expensive, there isn’t
going to be any sort of move from
the home base anytime soon.
So what now? What happens
when you realize that you have not
made a single friend, your social
calendar is blank and the future
looks grim?
I’m not a social butterfly. I’m
just an 18-year-old sophomore who
wants to kick back after class and
chat it up with some new friends.
I do not have any quick fixes or
solutions. However, I do have some
suggestions. Anyone reading this
who feels the same way I do should
bear in mind that if you choose to
take any of my suggestions, I will be
taking them right along with you.
The number one way to make
friends is to join a club. There are

so many clubs on campus. If the
one you want does not exist, start
it! Clubs might not hold all the
answers, and you might not find
lifelong friends there, but it will give
you a place to go and something to
do.
Also, try hanging out a bit once
your classes are over. Take a seat
in the cafeteria, or sit on the steps
outside of the Vertical Campus.
Waiting a little before you jet home
might not bring you much, but you
will never know until you try.
I have one last suggestion, and
this one is the most important of
them all. When you are sitting in
class, waiting for class to start, or
leaving class, say hello to a random
person.
It’s not a big deal. If you are able
to attend college, then you are able
to say a simple hello. Strike up a
conversation with the girl sitting
next to you and say something like,
“hey I like your shoes” or say to the
guy to the left of you, “hey, what
did you think of the homework?”
The worse that could happen is
that it goes nowhere and you have
a two-minute conversation that you
shared. It is not important whether
every attempt is a success or not.
For every three failed attempts, you
might have one successful one.
For my sake, and the sake of the
rest of the student body, I ask that
you try to take my suggestions. Try to
make your school a more enjoyable
and social place to be. Who knows?
Maybe I will see you in one of my
clubs or compliment you on your
shoes.

The motivation to excel may
cause a sense of competition
and may lead to jealousy among
students. Some choose to portray
their peers in a negative light for
personal motives that do nothing
but a disservice to our school.
It is fair to point out that nobody
is perfect, and all of us at one point
or another have felt jealous. The
difference lies in what we choose to
do about it — whether it is choosing
to overcome it or act on impulse. It
all comes down to one’s emotional
intelligence.
One would think that someone
like me, who came from a broken
home and didn’t even speak English
before the age of 12, would not even
be considered a target worthy of
jealousy. Then again, jealousy is a
negative aspect of admiration, and
when in the public eye, one is always
bound to get one or the other.
I feel as though the public attacks
I have experienced were, to a certain
extent, an act of jealousy. There was
an article written last semester by
writers from this publication in
reference to acts I did not commit,
and so it mislead readers.
Although I have a high sense
of respect for my fellow writers, I
do not find that particular article
coherent because providing false
information in an attempt to degrade
an individual’s image is malicious.
There were even a couple of
reader comments suggesting
that once an individual has been
attacked in the manner I had been,
he or she would never be able to
get a decent job, since these attacks

can be found through Google by
possible employers.
Again, I understand that
sometimes writers don’t intend to
cause any harm. However, whether
or not it is intentional, the purpose
of our school publication should not
be to misrepresent information.
I also acknowledge and
appreciate that everyone is entitled
to his or her own opinion, and I am
well aware of the negative input I
may receive for attempting to clarify
an unjust act, or for currently being
in student government.
However, I must point out that
while it would be very convenient
to stay out of the spotlight, to simply
not participate on campus, it would
also be very selfish and ungrateful,
especially after all Baruch has
offered me during my time here.
As a result, I choose to speak
out, to share what I have learned
along the way, to give back and
to represent my peers. This is not
about me. This is bigger than me!
This is about all of us at Baruch
who are trying to make our school
a better place, to leave a legacy and
leave it better than it was before we
got here.
Therefore, I no longer resent
personal attacks. Instead, I embrace
them, even if that means putting
myself in a vulnerable position. If
the consequence of working on
behalf of other students means that
I will not have a “Google-friendly
name,” then so be it!
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Business
Economy on the road to recovery

BLS.GOV

The unemployment rate, currently at 9.7 percent, is expected to continue rising.
BY MICHAEL FERRARI AND LUIS SUED
CONTRIBUTING WRITER AND BUSINESS EDITOR

The overall increase in the stock
market since March 9, as measured
by the Dow Jones Industrial Average and the S&P 500 Indices, has
the country wondering whether it is
out of the recession and headed towards a strong recovery. The favorable movement of many economic
indicators, the Federal Reserve
Bank’s actions and the reappointment of the Federal Reserve Bank
(Fed)’s Chairman Ben Bernanke,

leave may wondering whether we
are experiencing an upward economic recovery.
In order to understand recent
economic developments, The
Ticker interviewed two prominent
Baruch College professors of economics and finance, Michael Carew
and Edward Malca. They are often
found at CUNY and non-CUNYwide events answering questions
about the state of the US economy.
The professors addressed many
challenging questions about recent
economic events and indicators of

the economy’s well being.
Several economic indicators in
the United States help us to assess
the economy’s health. Personal
consumption expenditures is a key
economic indicator.
“The fundamental driver of the
economy is personal consumption
expenditures, retail sales, housing
prices, travel - expressed in airlines’ capacity, and auto sales,” said
Professor Carew. These indicators
are not declining as they have been
over the last six months, but Professor Carew believes that there is no
evidence of a recovery yet.
Professor Malca considers the
US GDP to be a major indicator of
the country’s economic health. He
expects the economy will recover
by the end of 2009. He said, “[During] the first quarter of this year [the
GDP] went down 5 percent, and in
the second quarter, it went down
about 2 percent.”
In addition, most people, according to Professor Malca, are
concerned about the unemployment rate. He argues that the unemployment rate would not decline rapidly because it is a lagging
indicator, “which usually changes
after the fact.”
Two other variables that can be
used to measure the United States’
economic performance are price
changes and productivity. Professor Malca said, “we are not comfortable with deflation.” But he
added that a deflationary scenario
is unlikely to take place.
In addition to the indicators,

market watchers closely monitor
the Fed’s actions. According to Professor Carew, the Federal Reserve’s
primary role after the stabilization
of the financial markets is to be
concerned with price stability and
inflation. In order to attain this goal,
the Fed aims to engage in monetary
policy to keep inflation at bay.
Professor Malca believes that
the Fed will keep the federal funds
rate low until next year. He also
argued that the Fed’s buying of
government bonds, also known as
‘monetizing the debt,’ will eventually increase the money supply in
the long-run.
It could possibly lead to inflationary pressure, since “more dollars [are] chasing fewer goods,” said
Professor Malca. Professor Malca
believes that in order to prevent
another bubble, the Fed has to “unwind some of what it did” … by taking “reserves out of the system.”
When asked if the Federal Reserve would raise interest rates,
Professor Carew said, “Absent any
indication of inflation, the Fed will
probably remain stable, that is - not
move to increase interest rates, or
more importantly, [accelerate its]
exit strategy from the various facilities it has created.”
The recent announcement of
Federal Reserve Chairman Ben
Bernanke’s reappointment by
President Barack Obama on Aug.
25 produced a positive result in the
stock market. The market is familiar with Bernanke’s decision-making behavior. Since Bernanke was

a student of the Great Depression,
Professor Carew commends his reappointment as the Fed chairman.
Nonetheless he questions Bernanke’s role in the financial meltdown
and the subsequent recession.
The Federal Reserve has the
ability to raise or lower the target
funds rate, which could choke the
economy by affecting the credit
markets or spur inflation. If the Fed
raises the target funds rate too early,
it might create a “W”-shaped recovery, where the economy will grow,
contract and then bottom out.
When asked if whether the United States will experience a doubledip recovery, Professor Malca said,
“the economy is probably bottoming out …” He argued that the question is not whether the economy is
recuperating, but whether the factors affecting the recovery, such as
the $787 billion stimulus package
are working. “I’m not sure there
will be a double dip or a “W,” but I
think at the minimum, there is going to be a very slow, not dynamic
recovery.”
Likewise, Professor Carew said
that the economy is still fragile
and that it is difficult to determine
whether we will experience a “W”shaped recovery.
Both professors agreed on their
expectations for the increase in
the unemployment rate. Professor
Malca expects that it will reach 10.5
percent in the next six months. Professor Carew said that a 9.5 percent
unemployment rate is not the highest it will go.

Professors’ insights on the economy
BY MICHAEL FERRARI AND LUIS SUED

used was basic political payoffs and most of
it has not even been spent yet, and there are
very little overseers, and it created a huge
deficit.
The TARP and policies of the fed were
very good emergency plans and it is going
to be very difficult to go back, but they have
to, and because of that, it is very possible
that we will have a double dip.

CONTRIBUTING WRITER AND BUSINESS EDITOR

Professors Edward Malca and Michael
Carew provide answers to enlighten students’ understanding of the recession and
how it affects them. Additionally, they explain critical concepts and current events.
Why is the current recession not considered a depression and how can we tell
one from the other?
Carew: [To understand] a depression,
think in terms of a normal business cycle.
Karl Marx defined the business cycle 150
years ago, and a recession is the normal
down turn in a normal business cycle depending on the intensity of economic activity.
Some recessions are stronger and deeper
than others. What differentiates a recession
from a depression is [that] a depression is
self-reinforcing, in other words it is a recession that begins feeding on itself.
The problem in the Great Depression
was that the Fed screwed up and took a normal severe recession and drove it into a depression by contracting the money supply.
And the Fed did the reverse this time. Bernanke, being familiar with what happened
in the 30’s, kept in mind [that] 40 percent of
the banks failed in that time and you had a
contraction of the money supply of 40 percent. We had nothing like that this time so
that’s the distinction.
Which of the following do you think
has been more effective in assisting the
economic recovery that the Treasury and
the Federal Reserve expect to see: the
$700 billion TARP funds given to many
banks, the $787 stimulus package spent
throughout the country, or the Fed’s policies (such as buying commercial papers
and buying 10-year Treasury notes to
reduce the yields, enabling homeown-

How can an economic recovery, or
slump, affect students in business and
other majors and do you believe the
US will be as prosperous as it was in the
1990s?

SPECIAL TO THE TICKER
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Baruch College Professor Edward Malca.

Baruch College Professor Michael Carew.

ers to refinance their mortgages)?

haven’t been in power in eight years, we
need our piece of the action.’
The TARP was necessary. [In] those three
months from September to the end of the
year, you basically could have another panic
of 1907, where everything stopped. But you
didn’t have that because [the government]
went in and said, “Whatever we need to
do we will do and we will worry about the
problems later.
It was an emergency situation and given
that it hasn’t happened before, it was all
right. The Federal Reserve became part of
the solution although they were late to find
out the problem. On an emergency basis
they did very well, the problem is that once
you give it out it’s hard to take back and
that’s going to be [the US government’s]
challenge.
So to reiterate, the stimulus package,
I thought it was a mistake. The amount of
money was a big mistake. The way it was

Malca: The least effective was the stimulus package. The stimulus package was
a special interest project. It was very little
stimulus of creating jobs.
Obama basically told Congress that he
doesn’t want to be involved in this, so everyone got his or her piece of the action.
What [Congress] should have done was
get all these major projects, roads, trains,
subways, electric power, alternative energy,
things that will increase productivity, create
jobs, and have longer structural effect over
[the] economy. About 30 or 40 percent was
special interest and very little of it is here
now.
90 percent of the entire stimulus is coming next year and the year after. So it doesn’t
make sense because there wasn’t a stimulus
package! It was a political package [the US
government] offered their people. ‘Look, we

Carew: Yes, we will recover, we will prosper. The United States remains the strongest
and largest economy in the world. Its resilience is manifest, its obituary has been written time and again and for [those] students
who are entering the labor market, the recession means very tight labor markets circumstances.
So far, as unemployment is a lagging indicator, the current 9.5 percent is not as high
as it’s going to go. Whether it goes into the
double digits, keep in mind that in the last
major recession 1980-82, month to month
employment was in the mid teens and the
adjustment since then has been tamped
down.
We have a long way to go. Whether we
will go to that level I do not know. If you
look at the unemployment rate for college
educated, if you go back two years ago it was
5 percent and for college [graduates] 1.8
percent. [The rate] has doubled. Unemployment for general [citizens] is 9.5 and for college, it is 5 percent. So there are problems.
That is the primary effect, unemployment.
Be mobile in a job, those who are in financial services have to batten down the
hatches.
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Baruch seniors resume job search
BY LUIS SUED
BUSINESS EDITOR

On Thursday, September 3, the
STARR Career Development Center
(SCDC) invited JP Morgan to host
its first startup program of the fall
semester for Baruch’s seniors. The
goal of the program was to teach
students about job searching in the
current job market, to inform them
about careers available through
the SCDC and to explain how the
StarrSearch website works.

“If students are
truly interested in
financial services,
Slavin said, they
‘should continue to
pursue that path.’’’

Patricia Imbimbo, Barbara
Lambert and Ingrid Tineo, director, deputy director and assistant
director of the SCDC respectively,
started the event by introducing the
JP Morgan recruiters. Alina Slavin,
recruiter for JP Morgan investment
bank, and Amanda Newman, JP
Morgan’s corporate development
program recruiter, were the guest
speakers. Slavin and Newman answered questions about the jobs
available to students at JP Morgan
and some of the steps students
should take to better position
themselves for job interviews.

The recruiters discussed what
makes a strong resume. They advised students to have more than
one version of the resume, since
different jobs require different
skill-sets. Slavin spoke about interview questions and about how to
approach them. “ [When interviewing] … students find questions that
test their logical abilities the toughest. These questions aren’t meant to
stump the student, or throw them
into a panic. These questions are
meant to see how you solve a problem and what your thought process
is like,” Slavin said, “don’t panic,
take a step back, and think through
the answer out loud.” Questions
that test students’ logical abilities
provide students with the opportunity to demonstrate strong analytical skills that the bank is looking for
in prospective candidates.
The JP Morgan recruiters advised students to research the job
positions that interest them most
and to tailor their resumes to target
the jobs individually. In addition,
the bank is looking for a broad set
of transferable skills that students
can bring from past experiences.
There are three main skills that
prospective investment banking
interns should develop by the time
they apply for a position. During
the interview, recruiters look for
well roundedness, leadership skills
and good communication skills.
In addition, “ [having a]…genuine
interest in the financial services industry and JP Morgan” is a big plus,
said Slavin.
Given the current state of the
economy and the retrenchment in
employment at many firms, students should stay bullish and chase
opportunities. Slavin said that the

DENIS GOSTEV | THE TICKER

Alina Slavin (left) and Amanda Newman of JP Morgan spoke to Baruch seniors at the SCDC’s on-campus recruiting workshop.
anxiety felt by many students about
starting a career in financial services is understandable. If students
are truly interested in financial services, Slavin said, they “should continue to pursue that path.”
The recruiters provided advice
to students on deciding which positions to apply to and ways to find
prospective opportunities. Slavin
believed that attending career
events on campus is a great way
to meet business representatives
who provide information about

their companies and answer questions that students might have. In
addition, she invited students to
utilize the resources provided by
the STARR Career Development
Center.
Students should double their
efforts during this economic time,
said Imbimbo. Lambert said, “Call
on everything and everyone available to you to assist in your job
search, develop your job search
skills and do not get discouraged if
it takes longer than you planned.”

According to Lambert, 203 students attended the event, with accounting and finance being the top
majors amongst them.
The SCDC has many upcoming
OCR workshops for students interested in interviewing on campus.
In addition, the center offers personal and professional development workshops where students
can augment and solidify specific
skills, such as networking, communicating effectively and resume
editing.

License to drive your career
 Certifications
and licenses like the
Series 7, the CFA,
the CFP, and the
CPA are required for
careers in finance
and accounting.

ing a CFA requires the candidate
to have a bachelor’s degree, fortyeight months of work experience
in an investment role, and to pass
three examinations. These exams
cover topics such as ethical standards, quantitative methods, and
financial reporting and analysis.
CFP (Certified Financial Planner)
The CFP is a professional designation for financial planners. As
is the case with the CFA, the CFP
requires candidates to have a bachelor’s degree. The examination is
a ten-hour process that is spread
across three days. Once a person
becomes a Certified Financial Planner, he must pay an on-going fee to
keep the certification.

BY JONATHAN BATISTA
ASSISTANT BUSINESS EDITOR

Financial accreditations and
licenses are credentials that many
employers look for in qualified recruits. For a career in finance, a
bachelor’s degree is merely the first
requirement.
Along with graduate degrees,
such as the Master of Business Administration or the Master of Science, some careers require specific
licenses and certificates for a candidate to legally work in the industry.
“For some of these jobs…[credentials] like the MBA or CFA may
be a requirement,” said Brian Stype,
manager of business development
with the New York Society of Security Analysts.
The importance of these certifications to a career is well known.
However, students are unsure about
when they should pursue them.
Professor Lawrence Martell, director of the Weissman Center for
International Business, said that
these certifications should be pursued as soon as possible.
“When you talk about a financial license like the CFA or Series 7
or any other accreditation, [pursuing] it is a very smart thing to do. It

EHOW.COM

There are different requirements to apply for the 4 main licenses in the financial services industry.
is a portable credential that indicates that you have accomplished
something. It serves as a signal to
an employer that you are willing to
go above and beyond to achieve a
result.”
Here are some of the certifications most sought after by employers:

Series 7 (General Securities Representative Exam)
This securities license is a requirement for becoming a certified
broker-dealer in the United States.
The exam is six hours long and contains two hundred and sixty questions, which mainly focus on an
individual’s understanding of the
securities market and their ability

to communicate this information
to clients. A candidate must have a
corporate sponsor in order to take
this examination.
CFA (Chartered Financial Analyst)
The CFA is a group of three exams that certifies financial analysts
as experts in the industry. Obtain-

CPA (Certified Public Accountant)
The CPA is the general examination required to practice as a public
accountant in the United States.
The criteria for an individual to
sit for the CPA examination varies
from state to state.
In New York, an eligible candidate must earn a bachelor’s degree with a minimum of five years
of study. For more information on
specific exam requirements, visit
the New York State Society of CPAs’
website at nysscpa.org.
The Bachelor of Business Administration degree you earn at
the end of your career at Baruch
is crucial to your knowledge of the
financial services industry. The appropriate licenses and credentials
will help you get a head start on
your career.
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Features
Credit cards cut from campuses
BY SABRINA SMITH
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Students, prepare to say goodbye to marketing tactics that entice
you to open credit accounts. Bid
farewell to random solicitors getting you to open up a credit card
account with free goodies like hats,
T-shirts, and pizza.
According to the H.R. 627 Credit
Card Act of 2009, solicitors and
company bank representatives urging new candidates to open credit
card accounts can no longer look to
the student population for support.
Signed into law by President
Barack Obama on May 22, the new
law is equipped with specific regulations in an effort to “protect consumers under the age of 21 from
being targeted by unsolicited card
offers.”
“I personally believe it is very
important to establish a sound
credit history in the earlier part of
a student’s adult life,” said MyungSoo Lee, associate dean for academic affairs at the Zicklin School
of Business.
According to Dean Lee, it is critical for a student to become “credit
worthy” sooner than later. However, the process of adopting and
using credit cards can be a “destroying” experience, particularly if
[someone] abuses the credit availability and not be able to keep up
with making payments.
“If some students sign up with
credit cards by being enticed with
free gifts without thinking about the
consequences, they are most likely
in trouble,” said Dean Lee.
According to credicards.com,

DEMANDSTUDIOS.COM

Credit cards will now need authorization to market credit on college campuses.
banks will be banned from marketing on campuses unless given notification and authorization by the
college, a regulation recommended
by Congress.
In addition, credit card companies are strictly prohibited from
opening a credit card account for
any college student who does not

have verifiable income. An important college-related measure
in the current legislation includes
required disclosure of “lucrative”
relationships between banks and
colleges. Section 304 of the new
law outlines approved grounds for
privacy protections for college students and their credit. The law is set

to take effect on Feb. 22, 2010.
In a nutshell, banking companies should not be surprised in the
event that a decrease in sales occurs
as a result of the loss of the younger
generation.
“I think that this new law will aid
the majority of students who are
walking out of school with so much

debt by the time they graduate,” said
freshman Charles Aponza.
“The less exposure that students
have to these companies, the less
chance they have of going into debt,
because some people have no idea
what they are putting themselves
into.”
However, there are some concerns.
“While I am for the legislation
which regulates the issue of credit
cards to students, I am equally concerned with the possibility that the
students would not have a chance
to build good credit by taking advantage of those initial offerings,”
said Dean Lee.
Betty Riess, a spokeswoman for
Bank of America, stated that while it
is early to comment on the legislation, the company is committed to
abiding by school rules, according
to creditcards.com
“I am opposed to the regulation
on credit card companies,” said senior Joseph Bibi. “I think the fact
that they do public marketing is
beneficial to students, especially
with all the perks. The fact is that
these companies are doing business and they need ways to collect
revenue.”
In addition to being concerned
that students won’t have a chance
to build their credit at a young age,
Dean Lee mentioned that responsibility is key to obtaining credit.
“Students should practice responsible credit card use with a full
understanding that is it extremely
difficult to build up credit and easy
to destroy it,” said Dean Lee. “They
should be informed responsible users of credit cards,” he said.

From traditional to digital, journalism evolves
BY JENNIFER CHAN
STAFF WRITER

Traditional journalism has undergone a
lot of changes recently. Along with advertisers turning away from print and the current
economic situation accelerating the decline
of newspaper circulation, the question of
where journalism is headed hovers above all
media companies, large and small.
Many credible magazines have met their
demise within the last year and the numbers
keep dropping. According to Technologyreview.com, during the first quarter of 2009,
the advertising revenues of newspapers declined by 30 percent, on average.
The Associated Press reported that the recession has left newspapers in financial woes
with advertising sales dropping by 29 percent
in the second quarter of 2009.
The small handful of surviving print companies is left struggling to compete against
the Internet. But although the future of print
journalism may seem dreary, some see hope
for the future of print.
Publisher and editor-in-chief of MIT’s
Technology Review, Jason Pontin, addressed
the issue of whether journalism has the ability to maintain a sustainable business at the
May 2009 Sixth Conference on Innovation
Journalism.
Pontin mentioned that there was a future
for journalism. However, that future depends
greatly on an in-depth understanding a media organization has in regard to their readership’s demands and the ability to deliver it
to them.
In an excerpt from Pontin’s speech on mediabisto.com, he said, “Without great editorial there is no audience…I can’t see the current crisis we’re going through as anything
but a good thing in terms of the quality of the
editorial we are being forced to produce. In
ten years, we will have new publications that
will be as amazing as the New York Times, the
New York Reviews of Books, and the Economist are now.”
As the Internet rapidly grows into a strong

platform to tell stories in many different
ways, not just by professional journalists, but
citizen journalists on blogs and Twitter, some
students are concerned about where their information comes from.
“It’s not always credible,” said journalism
major Maria Christoforiolis. “People write
what they think. People write their opinions
more than fact.”
Though many blogs are up for question,
some like the Huffington Post and the mediabistro.com blog network have managed to
secure their place in the realm of digital news
gathering and distributing of information.
“Digital technology has already impacted
newspaper circulation. Reporters today need
to have a broader range of technological skills
in order to succeed,” said Professor Eugene
Marlow. “Your knowledge of the world has to
be broader. In the United States, increasingly,
print newspapers are going to shrink in coverage and circulation while website newspapers increase in numbers. There’s still going
to be no substitute for good research, interviewing and writing.”
When it comes to employment, many
professors are stressing obtaining and honing in on multimedia skills. However, one
professor, Charles Riley, is confident in the
future of print even though he acknowledges
the direction journalism is going.
“There will have to be something people
can trust and rely on,” he said. “Venture Capitalists will always need a good print source. A
lot of really good newspapers didn’t survive
the economic downfall…the outlook is bleak.
I hope there will always be a need for print. I
do print. That’s my commitment.”
In many cases, numerous publishers
are looking towards ways in which they can
charge for users to view content. However,
new gadgets like the Daily Edition, Sony’s latest e-book reader, also threaten the industry.
As the “Daily” takes its place next to Sony’s
other e-book readers like the Reader Touch
and the Reader Pocket, it stands above the
rest with an integrated 3G modem. The Daily’s new modem allows owners to access free
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More people are obtaining their news and information from digital platforms.
3G wireless connectivity in Sony eBook Store.
This new e-reader can download newspapers,
magazines and books without a monthly fee
or basic wireless connectivity charges.
Convenience may be the key to why print
is failing and online news progresses.
“To me, I think, I could see us moving towards the Internet instead of print,” said Ende
Li, a business major at Baruch. “I don’t see it
as a good thing because I see that it’s more
convenient. As a new generation we use the
computer more frequently. More people use
Kindle than reading actual books. Before,
Kindle wasn’t that popular but now more

and more people know about it and use it.
It’s easier to get.”
Ajay Mungara, community manager in at
the Software and Services Group at Intel, describes his fear of technological influence by
blogging in a software blog on Intel.com.
“I use to enjoy scanning/reading the
newspaper and I used to actually eagerly
wait for one to be delivered everyday in the
morning,” He wrote. “I now only read news
online. Especially after my Amazon kindle
addiction … I am afraid that I will eventually
forget how it feels like to hold a real book or
printed newspaper.”
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Flaunt Africa makes it
to the United Nations

SPECIAL TO THE TICKER

Flaunt Africa members at the U.N.
BY LISA FRASER
FEATURES EDITOR

Flaunt Africa, the organization
that started with one Baruch student, made its way to the Sixth Annual Youth Assembly at the U.N. in
August.
At the event’s campaign night,
the non-profit organization arrived at the United Nations Parish,
Church of the Holy Family, with a
desk full of freebies and brochures,
aiming to show off the flare of the
continent.
“We’re trying to showcase Africa
from the platform that people have
never seen before,” said founder
Uchenwa Njoku. “So instead of seeing Africa as full of HIV and AIDS
or the Africa of poverty, this is the
Africa of development.”
Njoku, along with members who
showed up for campaign night, expressed pride in being able to represent their organization at the UN.
Making it to the U.N. is a huge
accomplishment for an organization that was just started, considering the competition to get into
campaign night and spread the

message. Some other organizations
present were Keep a Child Alive
and Madre.
“I hope this is the kickoff,” said
Leslie Rosales, a Baruch graduate
student. She hopes that after campaign night, Flaunt Africa will reach
more countries.
From fashion designers to athletes and engineers, names and
accomplishments from all across
the continent were showcased by
Flaunt Africa.
The name Chinedu Echeruo
might not ring a bell to many, but
the Nigerian entrepreneur is the
master behind the popular website,
Hopstop.com.
The organization also showcased Afrigadget, a website that
highlights Africans who are coming up with new technology. Time
Magazine has named it one of the
50 best websites of 2008.
“The aim is for people to say
‘wow Africa is beautiful and not
what I’ve known it to be,” said
Njoku.
Campaign night produced over
50 signatures of interest in the organization, though many were from
international students who attended the Youth Assembly.
Flaunt Africa is now getting help
from the Board of Education to help
supply books to schools in need.
The African Channel and Nigeria’s film industry, Nollywood, is
also expressing interest in helping
Flaunt Africa in the future.
The organization is planning a
networking cocktail event in December.
“We are open to membership
from students passionate about
changing the face of Africa,” said
Njoku in an email, noting that volunteers are always welcome.

Simple spin on reserve texts
BY DOVILAS BUKAUSKAS
COPY EDITOR

This year, the Newman Library
is offering students a far cheaper
alternative to buying textbooks
through their newly revised textbook reserve system on the second
floor.
“It works like the bookstore,
where you come in with your course
name or number and the name of
the book,” said Arthur Downing,
chief intelligence officer at Baruch’s
Newman Library. “We have at least
one copy of every textbook at the
Baruch bookstore on reserve. The
more sections there are of a class,
the more books it gets.”
Downing explained the rules of
the program. “Before, you couldn’t
take books out of the library. Now
students can take them out,” he
said. “Students can have them out
for a maximum of two hours.”
However, he also cautioned
students on returning books after
the two-hour limit. “The fine is two
cents a minute, with a $40 maximum,” he said.
Library staff member Davin McFarlane said that the improved program is successful. “Yeah, I think
it’s definitely working. I see a lot of
people,” he said of the long lines at
the circulation desk.
“According to [The CUNY Office
of Library Services’] records, there
were 226 loans between Aug. 28 and
31, and 1,902 loans between Sept. 1
and 8 for a total of 2,128,” Downing
wrote in an email, showcasing the
program’s first two weeks in action.
“This number does not include the
circulation of items we already had
on reserve for courses. That would
make the total number of loans
over 4,000. The program was put
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Students wait online at the circulation desk in the library.
into place immediately before the
start of classes.”
The program was renovated
when the Board of Trustees decided
to vote on a tuition increase. They
decided that a percentage of each
CUNY schools’ increase would go
toward textbook funding.
“The CUNY Office of Library
Services is managing the project.
They are pleased that we were able
to get this done in time for the start
of classes. Not all the campuses
were able to accomplish this,” wrote
Downing.
“We used to have a very small
textbook reserve collection funded
by the Auxiliary Enterprises Corporation. Now we have a complete
set of all textbooks from the bookstore. We spent $53,000 on new

textbooks.”
No late fees have yet been incurred or collected.
Baruch senior David Au Yeung
praised the program, but also had
some tips.
“I’ve been using it, it’s a pretty
good service. The lines are a little
long though. Maybe they could
open a couple more windows,” he
said.
However, other students found a
hard time getting books.“I couldn’t
get the textbook I wanted for my
public administration course,” said
Katherine Knights, a junior transfer
student.
But despite her fruitless encounter, she said, “They were very
nice and helpful anyway.”
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“Extract” falls short of expectations
BY ANYA KHALAMAYZER
STAFF WRITER

It’s easy to get excited about
Mike Judge’s new comedy “Extract.” The film, which opened on
Sept. 4, was spawned by the same
director who brought “Beavis and
Butthead,” “Office Space” and “Idiocracy” into the lives of millions of
college students.
“Extract” highlights a very bad
week in the otherwise normal life of
factory owner Joel (played by Jason
Bateman of “Juno” and “Arrested
Development”), who becomes entangled in several far-out attempts
to rejuvenate his stale existence.
Joel runs Reynold’s Extract,
which puts the vanilla flavor in our
ice cream and the cinnamon spice
in our cookies. He takes pride in
his work, but not even his high salary can compensate for the heavy
midlife doldrums he has hit.
His wife Suzie (Kristen Wiig) has
imposed an unspoken “sweatpants
curfew” after 8 p.m. Joel has a brief
window of time between leaving
the office and catching Suzie before
she ties up her sweats for the night;
unfortunately, his creepy neighbor
Nathan always intercepts Joel’s
desperate flight with a string of annoying questions.
At work, Joel capably manages
his unwieldy team of moronic employees. He looks forward to finally
selling the company he built from
scratch, retiring and spending more
time with his wife.
That’s before he accidentally ingests a horse tranquilizer given to
him by his best friend (played by a
bearded Ben Affleck, sporting unattractively shaggy hair), drunkenly

STARPULSE.COM

Ben Affleck and Jason Bateman star in the new film “Extract,” directed by Mike Judge.
hires a gigolo to seduce his wife, gets
involved with a suspiciously attractive new temp and ends up risking
bankruptcy due to a lawsuit.
The expectation is that Mike
Judge and his wonderful comedic
cast, including Mila Kunis of “For-

getting Sarah Marshall” and J.K
Simmons of “Juno” and “Burn After
Reading,” takes an ordinary man on
a wild adventure of self-discovery.
The trailer promises a good
man making bad choices and experimenting with drugs, a love tri-

angle and a healthy dose of physical comedy. It seems to have all the
makings of comedy’s favorite new
manifestation: dry and ironic, but
with a good heart.
However, “Extract” is about as
bland as its billboard advertise-

ments, in which the cast stares
glumly out at the passerby. Jason
Bateman plays his character with
very little inspiration.
Not much ends up happening
during the movie, but it has been
proven that simply putting normal
people in awkward situations has
made crowd-pleasing comedies.
The winning factors are the audience’s belief in the setup and their
sympathy towards the average-Joe
hero.
Instead, the audience is cheated. First of all, the film is peppered
with only a handful of jokes: Joel’s
inability to sleep with his wife,
some unimaginative stoner humor,
a vapid male beauty queen and a
slapstick accident involving male
genitalia.
These are repeated over and
over again as if the writers aren’t
sure we understood the first time.
Furthermore, all of the acting is flat
and most of the characters are forgettable.
The only light in this snooze fest
is Gene Simmons’s portrayal of a
sleazy, overly aggressive lawyer. The
final complaint is that nothing truly
memorable — or funny happens.
“Extract” falls flat by its competition. There were no crazy nights on
the town (like in “The Hangover”),
no attention-grabbing action (like
in “Superbad” and “Pineapple Express”), not enough Mila Kunis for
the guys and no payoff at the end.
“Extract” had a lot on its team:
a cult-favorite director, great actors and a plotline with potential.
Somehow, all of this combined to
produce something sloppy and
painfully boring.

Noah and the Whale’s new album flounders
BY BEN GUTTMANN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Noah and the Whale’s first album, 2008’s “Peaceful the World
Lays Me Down,” was a bubbling
cauldron of emotion. In it, these
four Brits created some of the most
jubilant singles in recent memory
while also exploring some lessthan-happy moments.
That contrast made the album
work. In the group’s sophomore
endeavor “The First Days of Spring”
they have seemingly forgotten that
in order to make the sad work, that
they still need to have the happy.
“The First Days of Spring” is
an album accompanying a movie
of the same name. There will be
screenings in several cities after the
album drops stateside on October
6, but from the clips and trailers
available now, it appears that the
music does fit very nicely with the
film.
But alas, it is still a difficult task
to watch a feature length movie
while driving in one’s car or jogging
around the neighborhood. So the
album must still be evaluated on
its own.
The opening two songs of the
album, title-track “The First Days of
Spring” and “Our Window” are depressing and genuinely boring. This
is the sort of music that can make
somebody want to never leave their
bed in the morning.
They are full sounding songs
however, with a rolling, ominously
deep bass beat that is a signature of
the more melancholy bits of Noah
and the Whale’s catalog.
At this point, the listener is in
almost desperate need for one of
the sickly-sweet, saccharine pop
songs that Noah and the Whale do

best. Few, if any, other bands have
the ability to layer on trumpets
and whistles on top of pure joy that
Noah and the Whale can, and it is
showcased on
work’s the best track. Also the
first single from “The First Days of
Spring,” “Blue Skies” is four minutes of music that both grows as a
song as it progresses and on you as
you listen again and again. A song
with music incongruously cheerier
than its lyrics, this is exactly the
niche that Noah and Whale does
perfectly.
Two tracks in the middle of the
album, “Instrumental I” and “Love
of an Orchestra” seem wildly out of
place. “Instrumental I” plays like
the first scene of a feel-good movie,
close your eyes and you can almost
see opening credits scrolling by.
When the final beats of that
song then flow into “Love of an Orchestra,” you wonder if a Broadway
show tune has snuck its way into
your playlist on shuffle. While both
songs are definitely not in their natural habitat, they are certainly well
constructed and among the best
bits of this offering.
In these first days
of fall, it is
still worth
checking
out Noah
and
the
W ha l e’s
“The First
Days
of
Spring,” despite
this
album being
one singleworthy track
shy of matching the band’s
previous efforts.
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British quartet Noah and the Whale’s new album “Peaceful the World Lays Me Down” is a less than stellar release.
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There’s something about Steve
BY IVETTE OBANDO-ALVAREZ
STAFF WRITER

“All About Steve” starring Sandra Bullock and Bradley Cooper,
which was released on Sept. 4, was
as successful as their other two
films of the year.
They both had comedy with
Bullock starring in “The Proposal”
and Bradley in “The Hangover.”
Their characters and acting in those
films were worth watching, unlike
this movie.
The film’s color schemes were
very basic and plain as well as the
transitions from one scene to another. This film was directed by first
time director, Phil Traill and written by Kim Barker, who is known
for writing the script of the film “License to Wed.”
Bullock plays Mary Horowitz,
a crossword creator for the Sacramento Herald. She lives in her own
world, applying what she learns at
school and going by the book.
Mary, has this dilemma throughout the movie of whether or not to
remain being the person she is or to
fulfill society’s want of her becoming normal.
Throughout the film, there were
some comical elements that were
similar to her movie “Miss. Congeniality,” which is what Bullock does
best. She tries too hard to act like
an obsessive stalker towards Steve
and the tactic does not work in this
particular film.
The outfit Bullock was chosen
to wear throughout the film, which
consisted of a combo of an 80s
miniskirt gone wrong and her hippie-influenced top, did not flatter
her at all. Sporting bright red boots,
which were quite annoying to look
at, her quirks were emphasized.

Cooper plays Steve, the film’s
namesake, and yet not a lot is told
about him. His character is a cameraman for the local news channel
and has trouble escaping Mary on
his news expeditions. Mostly, his
character tries to get rid of by being
mean and disrespectful.
Though, there was not enough
acting done by Cooper to judge
him, but for the scenes his was in,
he was a jerk.
The film is centered around
two statements made by the main
characters. “Life is like a crossword
puzzle, it gets harder as you progress,” said by Mary in one of her
many rambling fits.
Also, she adds, “it is never boring,” this fact is very true. The next
one was said by Steve to Mary at
the end of the film, which was “Be
yourself, never change for anybody.” He says this when he finally
realizes her weird tendencies are
what make her unique.
Unlike most heart-warming
Bullock movies, this one drops the
ball. She is good with romantic
comedies and clumsy characters,
yet disappointing with this script
choice.
The trailer is much more enticing than the actual movie. The characters’ dialogue is dull and most of
Bullock’s lines are repetitive.
Most importantly the plot drags.
While many of the scenes were unpredictable, they fail to make sense
and lack romance.
This movie’s duration is an hour
and 38 minutes, yet it feels neverending. It closed off the long weekend at the box office, in the third
spot, grossing $13.9 million, which
was spurred by fans’ interest in
Cooper and Bullock.
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Sandra Bullock is more annoying than adorable in her latest film “All About Steve.”

Keane still keeps the hits coming
BY GIZELLE LUGO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

If you’re looking for something
different to listen to this summer
and like the sounds of Coldplay,
Radiohead and U2, then look no
further than the U.K. sensation
Keane.
Established in the small town
of Battle, England back in 1995,
Keane was just like any other rock
band with the prerequisite four
members, which included lead
singer and guitarist Tom Chaplin,
bassist Dominic Scott, keyboard
player Tim Rice-Oxley and drummer Richard Hughes.
The members had a fallout in
1999 and lost their bassist when
conflicts of interest arose after the
band wanted to change their sound
to stand out from the pack — coming into their own after deciding to
ditch the strings and instead rely on
the power of the ivories.
Keane debuted at No. 1 on the
U.K. charts in 2004 with their first
album, “Hopes And Fears.” Their
single, Somewhere Only We Know,
was an immediate hit, getting plenty of airtime on the radio and TV in
the U.S. and abroad.
Many considered the sound of
the album very unique, mostly because the songs are anchored by
a piano. The band won two BRIT
Awards for Best Album and Best
Breakthrough Act and were also
nominated for the Best New Artist
category at the Grammy Awards.
Their sophomore album, “Under the Iron Sea,” was released in
2006 and became No. 1 during the
first two weeks of its release on the
U.K. charts. It reached No. 4 on the
U.S. Billboard 200. The single Is It
Any Wonder? also got a significant

amount of airplay. The album got
plenty of critical acclaim and was
recognized as the band’s turn to a
darker and more heavily-distorted
sound.
Keane’s third and most recent
album, “Perfect Symmetry,” featuring their newest member Jesse
Quinn on bass and was released
late last year. It was No. 1 on the
U.K. charts and No. 7 on the U.S.
Billboard 200.
The album had more of an
’80s-inspired synthesized sound.
The sound of their newest album
is more electro-rock-pop with the
use of electric guitar on most of the
tracks. While it does take some time
getting used to it, the album harbors
some dance tracks like “Spiraling”
and probably one of their greatest
songs “Perfect Symmetry.”
The band has come a long way
in the decade since their inception.
Proving to be a very versatile act,
they evolve with each album, while
their songs never lose heart. With
their beautifully-written lyrics and
unique sound it’s no wonder that
Keane’s most recent show at Radio
City Music Hall sold
out on the
first day
of ticket
sales.
There
has never
been a better
time
for old fans
to get reacquainted
with Keane
– or for new
fans to fall in
love with the
stellar band
from Britain.
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Keane is remaning relevent with their latest album and a new tour, now going through Canada.
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Science
Measuring GDP from space
BY ALEXEY KUSHNEROV
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

A new study from Brown University has developed a new framework for calculating the growth or
decline of the gross domestic product (GDP) of a particular country.
The researchers, J. Vernon Henderson, Adam Storeygard, and David
N. Neil, estimated a country’s or region’s GDP by comparing satellite
images taken at night and by measuring changes in light density.
The theory is based on the assumption that as investment, productivity and production in a country increase, so will the amount of
light used per person. If the amount
of light used per person increases,
it signifies an increase in incomes
of that country’s citizens. An increase of income means that there
would be an increase in housing
development, new factories would
be build and people overall would
be able to afford a greater amount
of electricity.
Therefore, the country would
become brighter as a whole, as
seen from outer space at night, and
economic growth would truly be
apparent. The researchers took it a
step further and developed monetary values for each increase or
decrease in luminescence, allowing them to accurately compute the
country’s GDP.
Calculating GDP, the sum of
private consumption, gross investment, government spending and
the difference between exports and
imports, accurately for developing
nations is often very difficult.
The Penn World Tables, a grading system of the accuracy of countries economic reports gives almost

Flattened
documents
BY STEVE GUTTBINDER
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
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Researchers compared changes in light density from satellite images to calculate the GDP of nations across the world.
all industrialized countries an A.
Developing countries like those
in sub-Saharan Africa get scores
of a D, indicative of an unreliable
30 to 40 percent margin of error.
Some countries like Iraq, Myanmar, Somalia and Liberia do not
receive scores either because they
don’t calculate their GDPs, or because their data has a margin of
error greater than 40. Measuring
the country’s GDP in terms of light
density could be a more accurate
and cost-efficient method.
Over a 10-ten year period, the
three researchers photographed
various countries using a weather
satellite and were able to predict

the growth or decline in GDP accurately. This low-cost solution,
which takes minimal effort to calculate GDP, has already yielded
some interesting results.
Light- density measurements
suggest that the Democratic Republic of Congo actually grew by
2.4 percent%, contrary to their official 2.6 percent GDP contraction.
Light- density data on Myanmar,
who claimed that their GDP grew
8.6 percent, suggests that their GDP
only grew 3.4 percent.
While this method of calculating
GDP is not will designed to replace
the current calculation methodology since the latter is, fairly accu-

rate for industrialized countries,
it could provide an auxiliary lowcost approach to be used in conjunction with current methods. Its
value is even greater when applied
to developing countries who are
not accurately maintaining records
and don’t have indicators of their
economy’s performance.
This method could also be very
valuable to individuals who want
to invest in international markets
and high growth-high risk capital,
as it helps pinpoint developing
countries that have the potential to
become economically strong and
competitive.

Boeing’s troubled Dreamliner

Avoid common formatting and
font issues by using flat file formats
when sending emails.
The flat file format allows documents to be viewed the way you
want them to be viewed. More often
than not, emailed files like Word
documents and PowerPoint presentations are accessed by either
an out-of-date program or a computer system that does not have the
proper font or formatting to open
the document. One file format, the
Portable Document Format, allows
documents to be viewed perfectly,
no matter what system or program
the recipient is using.
Adobe Systems’ PDF is the business industry’s standard for flat
documents. When a file is flat, you
will not have to worry about compatibility issues. PDFs can be accessed on any operating system
that has Adobe Reader, a free program that is installed on a vast majority of computer systems.
PDFs are perfect for resumes
that contain personal characteristics, like formatting and logos that
distinguish you from other applicants. PDFs are
also difficult to
edit, reducing
any worries that
a potential employer might accidentally erase
information.
The
same
thing applies to
STEVE GUTTBINDER
posting content
on the web. A web
browser only displays fonts that
a user has installed on his or her
computer. If you are using a rare
font, no one will be able to view it.
Posting your content as a PDF will
avoid this issue.
Creating PDFs on Windows:
Microsoft Office
1. Click the Microsoft Office Button,
go to Save As, and then click PDF or
XPS.
2. In the File name list, type or select a name for the presentation.
3. In the Save As format list, click on
PDF.

BY STEVE GUTTBINDER
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The Boeing 787 Dreamliner,
Boeing’s most advanced commercial jet, has run into design and
production problems, pushing delivery dates for the aircraft back to
early next year.
Boeing announced that the 787
experienced structural problems
in the vehicle’s wing in the most
recent round of testing — problems
linked to Boeing’s suppliers.
Though Boeing designs all of their
products, it contracts the assembly
of different parts for the aircraft to
businesses all over the world.
Boeing traditionally assembled
all the necessary parts for their
airplanes in a production facility in
Everett, Washington.
In an effort to reduce onsite
inventory and labor costs, Boeing
outsourced production of parts
for the 787, allowing suppliers to
assemble major sections of the
aircraft. Boeing claimed that this
move would allow the company to
assemble an aircraft in three days.
Unfortunately, this decision
has been costly for Boeing, with
shareholders and business analysts
alike believing that Boeing may
have been too ambitious by asking
so much of their suppliers.
However, Boeing is still
committed to the production of the
787, with plans to continue finetuning their production line.
“The 787 will fly when it’s
ready to fly,” Mike Bair, the project
manager for the 787 said. The
model, Boeing's first new aircraft
in 13 years, could become the new
standard of the aircraft industry

iKnow:

Other Programs on Windows
Applications like CutePDF Writer Free and PDFCreator offer users
the ability to create PDF’s in any
print screen dialog.
In the print screen dialog,
choose the CutePDF Writer or PDF
Creator in the printer drop-down
menu and then click “print”.
Creating PDFs on Macs:
Microsoft Office
1. On the upper menu bar, choose
File and then Save As. Enter a file
name.
2. Click the Format drop down option.
3. Scroll down and click on PDF.
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The Boeing 787 Dreamliner, which seats 330 people , will use less fuel and travel further than current commercial jets in service.
According to Boeing, the 787
will be the most efficient and
environmentally friendly plane
ever mass-produced. The hull of the
airplane is made out of reinforced
composite materials and durable,
ultra-light metals like titanium and
aluminum.
The new materials would
make the plane much lighter than
previous models, which would
enable the plane to use less fuel

and travel farther distances. The
plane also features enhanced cabin
pressure for more comfortable
flights, larger windows, and
enhanced computer systems that
will allow passengers to access the
internet and in-flight applications.
The 787 will be able to carry up to
330 passengers, depending on the
plane’s configuration.
Boeing plans to deliver its first
787s to airlines around the world

in 2010. The only airline in North
America with a firm order for
Boeing’s revolutionary new planes
as of this printing is Continental
Airlines. The 787 will replace
the previous medium passenger
model, the Boeing 767.
Japan's All Nippon Airways
will be the first airline company to
recieve a Boeing 787.

Other Programs on a Mac
Macs have a built in PDF function. You can save any printable
document as a PDF.
To do this, open up the print
process. Once the print options
pop up, click the PDF button and
then click “save as PDF.”
Viewing PDFs
To view PDF files, download Adobe
Acrobat Reader application from
adobe.com.
Please send all comments, feedback,
and suggestions to Steve at sguttbinder@theticker.org.
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Home sweet
home for ‘Cats

Cross Country starts the season off with a bang

BY JOHN NTZELVES

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The women’s volleyball team
came out strong Thursday evening
in front of a nice crowd in their
home opener against SUNY Purchase after being away for their first
five games.
It was a great win for the
Bearcats who are heating up lately,
boasting a respectable 4-2, winning
each of their last four games. They
dominated the game from the first
serve to the very last, showing determination and never letting up,
giving their opponents no time to
breathe.
Baruch applied pressure on
the Panthers early and often. They
started the game off strong, leading
the first set 22-5 and going on to win
25-12. In dominating fashion, they
continued this great play through
the next two sets, winning them
25-14 and 25-13, respectively, for
the three-set victory. Junior Christina Pierre had a game-high of nine
kills. Helping her achieve some of
those kills was freshmen Melinda
Santiago, who had a game-high of
26 assists. Mayra Estepan also contributed heavily to the win, stringing off four aces in a row during the
second set, breaking the spirits of
the Purchase players.
With such powerful play, Coach
Allison Gunther had a great opportunity to give all the girls experience on the court. “It was a great
opportunity to put everybody in, so
they can get a feel for the game [...]
I wanted everyone to play, and I’m
happy that everyone played well.”
Even more impressively, this
win did not feature Posey Wilson,
who is having a monster season
thus far, showing that the team as
a whole is getting better with each
passing game with role players having the ability to step up in case of
an emergency.
The win against Purchase was
not the only highlight for the volleyball team. Earlier in the week,
the Lady Bearcats were in Philadelphia, where they took two out of
three games.
They began with a four-set loss
to Philadelphia Biblical University,
something that gave the Bearcats
some perspective on what they
need to work on. “We could have
done better the first game [...] we
needed to communicate better on
the court,” says senior Mayra Estepan. When Estepan was later asked
what the team took away from the
tournament she responded, “We
are really starting to gel together
[...] I think that’s what we took away
from the tournament. Some of us
are not used to being the vocal one
on the court.”
Using that loss as a lesson, they
bounced back and beat New Jersey
City University in three sets and
Lancaster Bible College in five sets
in a tough game that came right
down to the wire. Posey Wilson,
Christina Pierre and Melinda Santiago all had great weekends to help
push the ladies to victory.
Baruch returned to the tri-state
area on Tuesday night, taking on
yet another tough opponent in William Patterson University. Opening
the game, the Pioneers took the first
set 25-22, but it was all Bearcats after that. They won the next three
sets in impressive, hard-fought
battles, 32-30, 25-23, 25-23, handing William Patterson their first loss
of the season. Santiago had another
big game, recording 55 assists and
10 digs, while sophomore Lauren
Hayden posted a career-high 19
kills.
The next two upcoming games
are very important for the Bearcats.
They begin their conference schedule on Saturday at the CUNY Athletic Conference’s Multi-Match Day
at York College in Jamaica, Queens.
The ladies will start off with rival
Hunter College at 9 a.m. and later
face York College at 11 a.m.

BY STEFANIE SPARACCIO
On September 5th, the Men’s Cross Country
team laced up their running shoes and headed
upstate to the Vassar Invitational in Poughkeepsie, New York, for their first meet of the season.
At the 6K run last Saturday morning, Baruch
secured an impressive fourth place finish among
the eleven teams that participated at the invitational. More importantly, the Bearcats were
able to come roaring back from a disappointing sixth place finish at the 2008 CUNY Athletic
Conference Championships by placing first on
Saturday against conference opponents such as
CCNY, Lehman and John Jay.
Even though various players on the team
were nursing injuries that day, head coach Matt
Soja was pleased with his players’ performances
overall.
“It’s very hard to have everybody run a great
race on the same day, so overall I am happy with
their first meet of the year and especially beating
John Jay and a couple other CUNY teams that
were ahead of us in last year’s CUNY championships,” Said Soja.
Former CUNYAC Rookie of the Year, Gilbert
Marte, placed 18th out of 68 runners and finished the 6K run with a time of 22:30. Soja was
very satisfied with his top player’s performance
at the invitational. He has very high hopes for
him for the remainder of this season and for the
rest of his athletic career at Baruch. “[Marte] has
great work ethic and loves running […] I’m hoping he will put together four stellar seasons in a
Baruch uniform that will be the standard of excellence for future Baruch runners.”
Freshman Hiroshi Nobuoka, pleasantly surprised Soja as well when he finished 23rd overall,
and second amongst his team. “I knew [Nobuoka] could be the second best guy on the team,
but I did not expect him to finish right behind
Marte in his first college meet,” said Soja. “He
has great potential and could provide a great 1-2
punch upfront with Marte.”
Although this is Nobuoka’s first year on the
team, his mature and selfless attitude will try to
convince you otherwise. “The best way I can contribute to the team is to take some pressure off
the other guys,” said Nobuoka. “I know they’ve
have been working hard the last couple years to
try and put our program on the map.”
Even though the Bearcats had a great start to
their season, their performance at the Vassar Invitational does not mean that a smooth and effortless journey lays ahead. The two best teams
in the CUNY conference, Brooklyn and Hunter,
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The Men’s Cross Country team started the season off in a positive way last weekend.
were not present at Poughkeepsie.
According to Soja, the Baruch Invitational
set for Sunday, September 13th at Van Cortland
Park in the Bronx, “will be a much better predictor of the team’s chances this year […] since we
are expecting nearly all of CUNY teams to be
there, as well as some good out-of-conference
competition.”

Soja knows his players’ potential and is aware
of the tough competition that awaits them ahead.
“Fortunately, most of my guys did very good
work over the summer and are in much better
shape than they were at this point last year. I am
anxious to see how they stack up against our biggest rivals in CUNY.”

Prowlers predict the ’09-10 NFL season

Jets: After disappointing themselves and
their fans last season, the Jets are in dire need
of producing a successful outcome this year. The
pressure is mounting for new QB Mark Sanchez,
who is expected to turn the team into a playoffworthy contender right away as a rookie. As for
leadership, we know Rex Ryan can talk the talk
but whether he can walk the walk is a different
story.

Jets: With the Jets handing over the reins to
rookie quarterback Mark Sanchez, the future is
now for this mix of savvy veterans and young talent. Being in what is arguably the toughest division in the NFL won’t help, but on the strength
of a talented defense and an excellent running
game, the Jets will make a strong push for the
playoffs.

Jets: With the ageless Favre gone, a new head
coach Rex Ryan and a rookie taking charge as
quarterback, the Jets look questionable for their
upcoming season. Playing with a very underrated defense, the Jets should have some exciting nail bitters. But the sheer toughness of their
schedule will catch up to them. The Jets will
make a push for the last Wild Card Spot but will
fall short.

Prediction: 10-6 Wild Card berth
Prediction: 9-7, wild card berth

Prediction: 6-10, miss playoffs

TIM PETROPOULOS
STEFANIE SPARACCIO

Bearcat Prowler
Bearcat Prowler

Giants:
Whether you
like to admit it or not, the fact that Plaxico Burress is going to be absent on the field this year
is going to hit the Giants hard. Big Blue fans are
also crossing their fingers, hoping that their star
quarterback’s ridiculous contract doesn’t interfere with his performance.

Giants: Eli Manning’s fat new contract can’t
hide the fact that the Giants have no number one
receiver after Plaxico Burress shot himself, and
subsequently his team, in the leg in a New York
night club. Despite this, the Giants will ride their
smash mouth defense and pounding running
game into the playoffs, but won’t go far.

Prediction: 11-5, lose in first round of playoffs

Prediction: 12-4, Lose in second round of
playoffs

JOHN NTZELVES

Bearcat Prowler

Giants: The Giants are coming off an impressive 12-4 record and a NFC East Division title.
The return of Osi Umenyiora as the other defensive end opposite Justin Tuck will strengthen the
already stellar defense. The Giants will repeat as
NFC East Champs.
Prediction: 12-4 NFC East champions
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Soccer can’t kick it

BARUCH SPORTS INFORMATION

Baruch is still chasing their first win.
BY TIMOTHY PETROPOULOS
SPORTS EDITOR

After a weekend trip to Pennsylvania to play two out-of-conference
games, the Bearcats are still searching for that elusive first win.
On Friday Sept. 4, the Bearcats
lost to Mahlenberg College in Allenstown, 4-2. A day later, they tied
with Moravian College 2-2 at Bethleham.
With two starting defenders
and team captains, Senior Marcello Martinez and Sophomore
Jacob Cohen, out due to a previous game’s red card and flu-like
symptoms respectively, the Mules
of Mahlenberg college struck early
in the first half, scoring a goal in the
21st minute to take the early lead
going into half-time.
“The guys were playing hard,

we had guys in there playing positions they’ve never played before,”
said assistant coach Dima Kamenshchik. “It’s really hard when you
have two starting defenders out.”
The Mules didn’t let up in the
second half. Goals in the 58th and
62nd minute gave them a 3-0 lead
that sealed the Bearcats’ fate.
The lone bright spot in the game
was the continuing spectacular play
of senior Freddy Carrasco-Dance,
who scored two goals in the game
and has scored four on the young
season.
“I was really impressed with the
way he played,” said Kamenshchik.
“Overall, even though we didn’t win
I think it was a positive experience.
Mahlenberg is an excellent program that has been to a final four
and we were poised to play them.”
The second game started similarly to the first. Baruch fell behind
early 2-0, but showed some signs of
turning the corner on the season,
coming back and scoring two goals
within a five-minute span in the
second half to earn a tie.
Carrasco-Dance and Jason Lopez struck in the 50th and 55th
minutes of the game and back-up
goal tender Mike Murphy, who had
to replace starter Nelson DiBastiano, shut down Moravian to preserve the hard earned tie.
“That was a tough game, chippy
and dirty,” said Kamenshchik, who
earned a red card himself during
the match. “The guys showed some
toughness and came back from a
2-0 [deficit]. I think that says a lot
about our team.”
Baruch will open its
CUNY Athletic Conference season
at rival Hunter in what is shaping
up to be a must-win game in the
young season.
“If you are going to attend
one game,” said Kamenshchik,
“make sure this is the one.”
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THIS IS
OUR HOUSE
The Women’s Volleyball team opened the year at the ARC Arena with an impressive three-set home victory against SUNY Purchase. p.22
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Lifestyles
Baruch hallways see 80’s style again

THEOUTNET.COM

BLOGSPOT.COM

DRUGSTORE.COM

SEPHORA.COM

80’s inspired beauty trends have been seen on the runways of Marc Jacobs, Dolce and Gabbana, as well as Yves Saint Laurent.
BY MARTINA MICKO
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The makeup and hair trends for
this fall have been inspired by the
’80s. This season gray is the new
black, hair should be worn in loose
buns, and eye makeup has popped
with color.
This season, the runways of
Marc Jacobs showed models with
bold, bright makeup in colors, like
red, orange, violet and yellow, that
were often infused with glitter. Try
an Urban Decay Eye Palette from

Sephora for $36.
To add a little edginess, line the
upper eyelids with a classic black
eyeliner and add a brightly colored
shade above it, or go smoky eye
with deep violet.
When going for the smoky eye
this season, gray is a must. “Metallic
grays read as silver and look almost
futuristic,” says Allure.com.
Brush the shadow on your lids
and into the crease, then blend
edges with a brush to create a
dramatic look.
Since eye makeup is bright this

season, lips and cheeks should be
subtle. Models have been wearing a
pink blush high on the cheekbones
rather than the apples.
“It makes the flush more
sophisticated,” Allure advises. Try
Neutrogena Mineral Sheers Blush
in Rare Rose. You can get it from
any drug store for $13 or so.
Pale lips go best with bold eyes.
Try a beige or baby pink lipstick
topped with gloss to get lips that
look sexy and full. Try a MAC
lipstick in crème d’nude ($14).
As for hair, it’s all about the

tousled, messy look. At D&G,
models wore off-center buns, so
the look wasn’t too “ballerina.”
Add a little more glam by adding
intricate twists.
Black leather hair accessories
have been seen on the runways
of Yves Saint Laurent. Try pairing
a black headband with a loose
bun. Another trend is thick black
headbands, which can be dressed
up or down.
Hair is all about texture this
season, so go for tousled, wavy hair.
“With the graphic eye makeup,

casual waves help to keep the look
young,” says Allure.
To create the look, loosely wrap
sections of hair around a large
barrel curling iron. Afterwards,
brush through hair to relax the
curls.
With a few splurges, you should
have no problem transitioning into
a fall beauty routine. The looks
of this season are fun and easy to
create.

Fitness center Baruch’s hidden gem
BY YAPHET MURPHY
STAFF WRITER

The Baruch Athletic Recreation
Center is a sprawling three-level
facility located in the basement of
the Baruch College Vertical Campus building. Installed when the
Vertical Campus was erected, ARC
is the training ground for Baruch’s
athletic teams as well as the hub for
Baruch faculty and students hungry for recreational and athletic fitness.
Dr. William Eng, Director of
Athletics, said in an interview that
Baruch’s facilities are one of the top
three in the CUNY Athletic system.
All one needs is a valid Baruch I.D.
to access all areas of the facility.
“We think we do a good job of
meeting everyone’s needs,” he said.
Within ARC is the Fitness Center, a space set aside for cardio and
muscular training. Located on level
B-1, the fitness center consists of
treadmills, elliptical machines,
spinning machines, weight lifting
equipment and a studio for dance
and other movement exercises.
John Neves, Sports Information
Director at Baruch, thinks many
students get the incorrect impression that the facility is dominated
by sports varsity.
“Hey, students pay their student
fee – this is for them,” he said.
Julian Monroy, a senior who
works at ARC, sums up the fitness
center by saying, “It’s perfect for the
price.”
Kyle Beauchamp, a co-worker,
estimates that about 300 people
consistently use the fitness center
each week. As for possible improvements, he says, “we could use some
120 or 140-pound dumbbells.” Cur-

rently the dumbbell range goes
from 5 to 100 pounds.
Harb Johnson, a senior who was
using the elliptical machine, said
he visits the fitness facility three to
four times a week and thinks more
students should take advantage of
it.
“After I work out here and take a
shower, I feel so energized. When I
wasn’t working out, at 9pm I’d be in
class sleeping,” he said.
According to Johnson, the center has peak hours. After 5 p.m. on
weekdays, you may have to wait a
long time to get a key for a locker.
David Chestnut, another employee at the fitness center, says the
best times to use the facility crowdfree is on the weekends. According
to him, the lowest weekday activity
takes place between 7 a.m. and 1
p.m., and then again from 2:30 p.m.
to 4 p.m. Chestnut says that if you
want to burn fat, there are lots of
cardio machines in the facility and
that you can ask the staff if you need
help with any of the machines. He
advises to come to the gym with a
plan and be consistent.
Freshman Walter Zielkowski
appears to be following that advice. He says he works out at the
fitness center at least every day.
Zielkowski is a “recreational user.”
He only uses the gym to lift weights
and generally has no complaints,
though he notes that it gets way too
crowded during club hours.
The Fitness Center is open Monday through Thursday 7 a.m. until 9
p.m., Friday from 7 a.m. until 8 p.m.,
and Saturday and Sunday from 10
a.m. until 6 p.m. A complete schedule of activities and events is available on the Baruch Athletics website, athletics.baruch.cuny.edu
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Located in the basement, Baruch’sFitness Center has a variety of workout equipment available to students.
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